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Abstract
In this paper, we break with the traditional approach to classi�cation, which is regarded as a form of
supervised learning. We offer a method and algorithm, which make possible fully autonomous
(unsupervised) detection of new classes, and learning following a very parsimonious training priming
(few labeled data samples only). Moreover, new unknown classes may appear at a later stage and the
proposed xClass method and algorithm are able to successfully discover this and learn from the data
autonomously. Furthermore, the features (inputs to the classi�er) are automatically sub-selected by the
algorithm based on the accumulated data density per feature per class. In addition, the automatically
generated model is easy to interpret, is locally generative and based on prototypes which de�ne the
modes of the data distribution. As a result, a highly e�cient, lean, human-understandable, autonomously
self-learning model (which only needs an extremely parsimonious priming) emerges from the data. To
validate our proposal we approbated it on four challenging problems, including imbalanced Faces-1999
data base, Caltech-101 data set, vehicles dataset, and iRoads dataset, which is a dataset of images of
autonomous driving scenarios. Not only we achieved higher precision (in one of the problems
outperforming by 25% all other methods), but, more signi�cantly, we only used a single class beforehand,
while other methods used all the available classes) and we generated interpretable models with smaller
number of features used, through extremely weak and weak supervision. We demonstrated the ability to
detect and learn new classes for both, images and numerical examples.
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Figure 1

Drop of confidence of the proposed method when a new a unseen class arrives

Figure 2

General structure of xClass – block diagram
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Figure 3

Wrong classification given by VGG–16 for a new unknown class (Rainy Day).

Figure 4
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Sudden drop of confidence due the presentation of new unknown classes.

Figure 5

A new rule is proactively created when a sudden fall in the confidence is detected through the inequality
(13). The proposed xClass classifier is highly interpretable due to its rule-based nature. This advantage
favors human experts analysis as it provides a transparent structure, differently from the ‘black box’
approaches such as deep neural networks.

Figure 6
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Final rule given by the xClass classifer for the new detected class. Label is attached during the validation
phase. Differently from ‘black box’ approaches as deep neural networks, xClass provides highly
interpretable rules which can be used by human experts for different analysis as necessary.

Figure 7

Sudden drop of confidence due the presentation of new unknown classes for the Faces-1999 dataset.
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Figure 8

Accuracy for extremely weak supervision classification for the Faces-1999 dataset. red bars illustrate the
results obtained by state-of-the-art approaches when just one class is provided during the training phase.
The blue bars indicate the results when all the classes are provided.
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Figure 9

Classification curve for different number of training samples for the Faces-1999 dataset.

Figure 10
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Sudden drop when new unknown are classes are presented to the xClass method –Caltech-101 dataset.

Figure 11

Accuracy for extremely weak supervision classification for the Caltech-101 dataset.

Figure 12
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Classification curve for different number of training samples for the Caltech-101 dataset.

Figure 13

Sudden drop of confidence due the presentation of new unknown classes – Cars dataset.

Figure 14
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Accuracy for extremely weak supervision classification for the Cars dataset.

Figure 15

Classification curve for different number of training samples for the Cars dataset.


